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Copper-Nickel mining (if it occurs) will be the sixth resource-based
economy to take place in northeastern Minnesota since the white man first
entered the area in the late seventeenth century.

The fur trade followed

fast on the heels of the early explorers and was well developed by the French
by 1750, before the British pushed them out in 1763.
in 1865 bu~ did not pan out.

A gold rush occurred

However, it was during this period that large

amounts of iron ore were first noticed.

Timber was cut in 1860's

the building materials for a growing nation.

supplying

Once iron ore mining started

in 1884, it soon surpassed timber as an economic force.
mines on the i-[esabi Range in 1900 and III by 1910.

There were twenty

This began the fantas tic

development of I·U.nnesota r s iron resources \vhich have helped f igh t t\VO \vorld
IJars and significantly aided in the grmvth of modern, l,ves tern technological
civilization.
Iron mining \vas the beginning of a pat tern of boom and bust with vIhat many
now consider to be serious instances of social and economic exploitation.
The Vermilion Range boomed first with TOv7er reaching a population of 5,000
by 1886 and Ely surpassing it shortly thereafter.

The l1esabi Range develop-

ment was close behind with a growth rate of 550 percent between the years

1900 and 1910, and a population of nearly 80,000 by 1920.

This was the era

when ir.mligrants \Vere lured from Europe, Russia, and China Hi th false

promises of untold wealth to be gleaned from the proverbial streets of gold.
Instead, many of them found streets of mud and untold drudgery.
and bust phenomena plagued the area.

high rents, and inadequate housing.

The typical boom

Boom periods were marked by high prices,
Transient towns called "locations" were
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moved about or simply disappeared as open pit mining drciV near.

The bust

came

The

~;rith

lower prices for steel or national economic disaster.

"Rangers " Here beset with high unemployment, 1m." pay, foreclosures, and
severe out-migration.

The'present boom in taconite mining is following a

long bust period preceded by the depletion of the natural ore or hemitite.
The past attitudes of the state and the mining companies shm.ved little or
no systematic concern for any of the above mentioned indirect socio-economic
trade-offs of iron mining.
firms and stock

Huge profits flowed out of lfinnesota to eastern

holders~vhile

immigrant miners lived in small shacks on the

edge of open pits.
i'lm.v, of course, attitudes and circ.umstances h':'1.ve changed.

occupation/health and safety laws protect the worker.

Strong unions and

The sciences of

economics and sociology recognize that there are more subtle

impacts of

economic grmvth that affect people's ] ives than simply neH jobs and more
money.

Present concerns are directed to\vard

the increased cost of government

services (such as ne", roads, sevlers, social services, snm-, plm-Ting, school
costs, etc.) and changes in the social structure.
Possible copper-nickel mining presents an unique opportunity to provide needed
information to policy makers that will enable them to consider the development
potential of the orc, yet provide realistic assessment of trade-offs among
many concerns.
problems.

Past studies of this type of development have had several

They have usually been done on a piecemeal basis, one at one time,

unrelated to previous· studies.

Hore often than not, these after-the-fact

studies were focused entirely on the natural environment, ignoring the relationship between socio-economic events and that environment.

Socia-economic
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studies (such as there \<Jere) usually looked at the gross benefits and ignored
the trade-offs of large scale development.
The Copper-Nickel Regional socia-economic study has had several advantages
bestowed upon it, some by a

far~sighted

legislature, some by fortune.

Fortune

has seen fit to provide a $1 billion taconite expansion phase that started
in the early seventies and countinues at the present time.
data and examining the taconite expansion

event~

Using historical

much can be said about the

mec.hanisms and consequences of modern growth in the copper-nickel study area.
The legislature has seen fit to provide time and resources to allow the
project to obtain an in-depth look at several aspects of expected impact.
These above two circumstances give the state the opportunity to conduct a
broad comprehensive look at the socia-economic effects of possible coppernic.kel development.

It is the intention of the project to examine what will

happen to the area given several development alternatives of copper-nickel
mining.

(See Technology Assessment article).

It is expected that there may be significant iUlpacts resulting from the possible
increase and distribution of population and money.

An increase in population

would be expected to produce a flow of money in retail sales and increased
tax revenues while simultaneously requiring increased services from local
governments.

Increased populations could also cause changes in land use

such as disrersed settlement natterns,
pressure on recreation areas.

expandin~

urban areas, and increased

Population growth would also require more

fuel to heat homes, more cars and gasoline to transport people and more or
better sewage facilities to treat their wastes.

These activities of an

increased population would cause further changes in air quality, water quality
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and general noise levels.

Increased money in the area would result from the spending of wages by
employees and by mining company trade with local industries such as heavy
equipment dealers, tire dealers and so on.

This increased revenue in the

business community would be expected to provide more jobs,

possible physical

expansion of facilities, further use of energy, increased cost of services,
and more tax revenue.

Further cyclical impacts are obvious; increased

population, change in environnental quality, and an alteration of the quality
of life.

The distribution of people and money is as significant an issue as their
potential increase.

In some circumstances population increase and its

associated cos ts may be concentrated in one tOvffi ,·,hile a neighboring town
receives most the money of direct taxes from the mine.
and it is occuring

ri~lt

now on the Iron range.

This is not uncommon

The age distribution of the

population may change requiring expansion of SOlue services and contraction of
others such as nursing homes, welfare or unemployment.

An incoming population

may set tie in a dispersed manner outside of established cOlmnuni ties due. to lack.
of housing or the prohibitive costs of urban living.

This circumstance has

a unique set of problems requiring expanded mail service, snow plowing, Scllool
bus routes, and treatQent of domestic wastes.

It is a relatively easy matter to clef

eX:j2cted

costs of services) but it is another matter entirely to

s

(~)ucll

as

n2\J

!_~~eca~~the

johs or

size and

distribution of expected socia-economic impacts.

This task requires that the forecasting process contend with the mystery
of human behavior and the incalculable ,.,hims of mankind.

All of the issues
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discussed earlier fit in the catep;ory of human behavior, described in the
aggrcGa .. ...; ,Jy

tile

Imvs of economics and sociology.

TIle Copper-Nickel socia-economic group will forecast the expected patterns

of hwnan behavior resulting fro-TIl copper-nickel development by conducting
dynamic characterization, stress response, and impact studies to provide
ranges of expected impact to legislators, local governments, state agencies,
and citizen's groups.

The dynamic characterization and stress response

studies are designed to provide relevent, up-to-date information on socioeconomic relationships \vhich ,",Jill be used to help forecast events in the
impact studies.

1.

DYr'li\l'IIC CaARACTERIZATIO~\T STUDIES

----------.----------

These are expected to provide information on hm'1 the people, governments, and
businesses are all interacting at the present time.

If relevent historic

information exists, it \vill be compared against present infonnation to result
in the stress response studies.

If usable historic data does not exist, the

dynamic characterization studies will be used as a point of departure for
the impact studies.

Up-to-date

dernogra~ilic,

la00r force, settlement pattern and housing preferences,

and COLli:m tins pa t tern inforr:t.::t tion \Jill be ~ener3 tc~d by this survey (';'lhich is

urlderway at the time of this printing).

This survey will define characteristics

of the people in the east end of the Iron Range (from Virginia to Ely), the
entire Iron Range, all of the seven county Arrowhead (Region III), and Duluth.

l!age

G

Since the

ilS

be defj

ts

0

f

tile

r)L~O

livtng in each of these a.reas vvill

the assessment of impacts \vil1

bt:~

made on each different

area~

The community studies will provide a portrait of the communities expected
to be impacted by copper-nickel development.

These studies will concentrate

on the past use and present and future capabilities of community activities
such as revenues, bOilding capacity,education, government costs, business
activity, population, employment, labor force, etc.
updated data \ViII be examined for at
(Virginia, Eveleth) Gilbert,
and J)uluth.

Bi~'7aL>ik)

Historic and continuously

least 'the eight east range communities
Aurora, Hoyt Lake.s, Bab'oi tt and Ely)

It is ex.pected th2t some of the Jorth Shore and other Iron

Range communi ties \\1i11 be studied \\7i tIl the though t that they \-,Jill he receiving significant impDcts.

Ie.

Land Use

The present land use;:; v7ill be examined and mapped concentrating
scatte~ed

all

urban,

residential, forestry, recreation, transportation, and mining uses.

They are ex?ected to emphasize the East RauBe area in some detail and the
Arrof;.rheaJ
ID.

more generally.

Taxation
:'l<1ny of the

tarl t eeonornic iss ue.s '('<rill r{'?'vol ve a ro unci the. po ss ib Ie taj(

generated revenues from copper-nickel development and the anticipated cost
of services

and loss of revenue resulting form changing population pressures.

The taxation study \"ill determine the present copper--nickel and taconite tax
rates (direct and employee income) and distribution for all levels of govern-
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ment in the state.

IE.

Taconi
tel:ommu
t.er Study..
. _.. ----.__
.,-_ .....

~---

Co~~uter

~~----._-,~-_.---_._-~-

patterns affect settlement patterns, transportation systems,and

energy use.

The present pattern of travel to work exhibited by taconite

employees and construction workers may approximate that of future coppernickel employees.

Therefore, the origin and destination of these employees

is being determined with the kind cooperation of the taconite mining companies.
IF.

Mine Ivlodels

The technology assessment team is construe
nickel development.

the models of likely copper-

They will provide information to the socia-economic

team au probable location of mines and smelters, the number and type of
emp1oyees.needed, the amount of wages paid, the costs of construction, maintenance, and machinery.

This information \,,111 be used 111; projecting the impact

of the employees and money on the copper-nickel study areas.

IG.

Econor:dc StudJes

Should copper-nickel mining occur it will have various effects on the
other base economies of the region.

A base economy is an economic

activity \'Jhich brings money into a region from outside that region.
By all indicators

it is obvious that taconite mining is the major

economic activity for the region.
private enterprise base economies.
the regional economy is largely

Forestry and tourism are other major
However, their exact contribution to
A

unknO\VT1.

8

tudy is under\'Jay to charac terize

the economic contribution of forestry, tourism and taconite to the
regional economies.

2 .

S RESPONSE
The taconite de.velopment and expansion has dominated community affairs
and economic activities within the expected copper-nickel impact area

since 1970.

This occurence provides a natural laboratory for the study

of these patterns in the face of large scale mining development.

The

stress response studies will examine these patterns by comparing
informa.tion from 1970 and earlier with up-to-date information to assess
de.grees of change that have occured

2A.

1,<ii th

the taconi. te expa.ns :Lon.

Settlement Patterns
The distribution of an increased or altered population resulting from
ekel

people have

5e

1.8

of

tIed in relation

anee.

Tho

taeonit

and expansion

will provide data useful in forecasting settlement patterns expected
from copper-nickel development.

The number and kind of people ,V'ho will move into the area as a result
of copper-nickel development will in turn determine the size and nature
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of many lmpactB.

Therefore, this is one of the more crucial forecasts.

It will be aided by comparing the size and characteristics of the present
population \vith that described by the 1970 Census.
2C.

Economic Trends
Taconi te mining is currently undergoin g a $1.5 billion expansion program
Hhtch began in the early 1970' s.

Historic information in the form of

sales tax records, income tax records, new and expanding business records,
government budgets and other data Hill be compared with present information.
It :i.8 expected that this will provide insights into patterns of how the
spending and buying patterns of business, government and people will affect
each other

2D.

in the copper-nickel study area.

Energy Trends
Adequate energy supplies for increased mining activities in the Arrowhead
Region is an already critical issue.

This study will work with the

Minnesota Energy Agency to document past, present and future energy
requirements,

viithout copper-nickel development.

energy requirements

~vith

The forecasting of

copper-nickel development is included in the

impact analysis section.

3.

I:'-lPACT AW\LYSIS

Impact analysis will forecast the effects of potential copper-nickel
development on the socio-eCOnOGlic environment of the state
:torl

11'3

tlon

ttld

region and
s

pons

studies, mine models and accepted socia-economic theory as input.

3A.

Tax Hodel
A tax model will analyse the generation and distribution of expected
copper-nickel and taconite tax revenues.

It will produce information

p ar~e

1 ()

on direct taxes from a mine and indirect taxes from mine employees
and show the distribution of these taxes to all levels of government.
The model will be designed so that one can change key assumptions
about the size of the mine, tax rates and distribution formulas and
thereby determine ".,hat effect any such 'change would have on the
generation and distribution of tax revenues to municipalities, counties,
and state governments.

3B.

E~~!c ~pd DemogE.~h!s_HocL~~

the East End of the Iron

for the Arrm"head Region,

Dulut_~._and

Ran~

This model will forecast the various economic and demographic changes
expected from copper-nickel development.

It is the keystone of the

socio-economic impact analysis and special care will be taken in the
construction of the model, the use of data and the determination of
assumptions to be used in the model.

Each of the dynamic characterization

and stress response studies will be used to provide data and validation of
socia-economic relationships for this model.

For example, the household

survey will provide present information on the size. and make-up of the
population.

This will be compared with the 1970 Census and other data

(demographic trend study).

Botll the data and the growth patterns will be

used in the economic-demographic model to forecast future changes.

3C.
This analysis \·rtll also use many of the trend and cha.racterization studies

plus the economic-demographic model to forecast changes in the local
communities based on impacts from copper-nickel development.

This analysis

vlill 8hm., changes in expected community revenues and compare this with
expected changes in costs of community services for such population caused
developments as new roads, new sewage treatment facilities, schools, police,
etc.
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3D.
The land use cha.racterization study \,.,ill provide the ba.ckground for
this impact analysis.

Development associated with increased population

and economic activity will be geographically located based on mine
models and previously deterndned settlement patterns and commuter
patterns.

An overlay method of mapping will be used illustrating

various uses and potential conflicts.

3E. Energy Impact Analysis
FOUD principle components will be involved in the analysis:

copper-

nickel development, taconite expansion, declining natural gas supplies,
changing energy technology and secondary impact -- generated demand.
These components and other appropriate factors, will be used to forecast
ho\., copper-'nickel development will affect current and projected energy
supply and demand, \,lith problem identification receiving high prior:i.ty.

3F.

Copper-Nickel Market Analysis
This will forecast supply, demand and price for copper-nickel and
aluminum for up to twenty-five years.

It will estimate production

costs of actual operations and expected costs of future operations.

It

will make a determination of the influence of recycling on the market
and the importance of Minnesota's copper-nickel reserves as they relate
to the vvorld supply.

This in forma tion will help forecas t the econmnic

viability of copper-nickel mining in Minnesota and subsequent economic
impacts.
3G.

Interdisciplinary Impact Studies
All areas of the total proj ect \-1i11 cooperate to examine the influences
of people on the natural environment and the impacts of altered ai.r quality
and water quality on the population.

For example the socia-economic study

will provide to the natural science.s :Lnfonna tlon on changes in, population
and related sewage effluent, from this the physical science team \"ill
estimate water quality impacts on tIle area.

The biological sciences team

will estimate game habitat and numbers which could be used to provide
analysis of recreation opportun:i.ties for immigrating copper-nickel

\vorkers.

SUD!£Uary

If copper-nickel mining pro cedes it will be another mineral based
economic activity in an area already dominated by taconite which is

currently undergoing an expansion phase.

For

these reasons many of

the socio-economic study activities will use the taconite expansion
activities as a model for forecas

socia-economic impacts resulting

from copper-nickel development.

In essences the socia-economic. group will forecast expected impacts
of copper-nickel development on'established dynamic institutions and
significant issues. ,These are:
counties, and state;

goverruuental units such as towns,

energy demand and supply;

taxes; business activity and the

copper~'nickel

landuse;
market.

population;

